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Abstract
A photoelectrochemical (PEC) water-splitting device integrates a photovoltaic cell and electrocatalysts into a single device 
to produce hydrogen fuel from water using solar irradiance. The major driving force behind PEC research is that it can 
potentially be a cost-efficient way to produce hydrogen in a renewable way, however, current PEC devices for hydrogen 
production are not economically viable yet. This review provides comprehensive discussions on the major challenges 
on practical solar hydrogen production by PEC from the standpoint of device structure and light absorber materials. We 
started by systematically classifying PEC device structures based on the electrical junctions on the light absorber mate-
rials. Based on the classification scheme, we showed that the choices of a device structure and light absorber materials 
are cross-linked in current PEC studies and affects electron/ion transport in a PEC device. The correlation between the 
device structure and materials underlines the necessity of reviewing the light absorber materials for the top and bottom 
cells in a tandem PEC device as a whole. We categorize the light absorber materials based on their crustal abundance 
because it is a major factor that determines device structure and scalability in TW-scale, and discuss their influence on 
the efficiency, stability, and scalability of a PEC water-splitting system.

1 Introduction

Global consensus [1, 2] on regulating carbon emission via the transition from fossil fuels to alternative emission-free 
energy carriers has been reached to mitigate climate change. One of the most promising clean energy carriers is hydro-
gen because it releases only water during its combustion and can be in principle produced from water using renewable 
energy sources without greenhouse gas emissions. With the recent advances in solar cell technology, connecting a 
photovoltaic (PV) cell and electrocatalyst (EC) for solar hydrogen production is being considered as a potentially viable 
option. Nevertheless, industrial solar hydrogen production by the combination of PV and EC still requires significant 
developments and policy-level supports because the cost of hydrogen production by the PV + EC is still much higher 
than fossil fuel-based technologies such as steam methane reforming [3].

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting device integrates PV and EC into a single concise structure to make solar 
hydrogen production more feasible. In a PEC device structure, a semiconductor light absorber is immersed in an elec-
trolyte with EC on its surface, and the photovoltage generated from the light absorber drives the electrochemical water 
splitting reaction directly over the surface. Because the photocurrent is distributed over the large surface of the solar 
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cell rather than concentrated into a separate water electrolyzer, PEC device can operate at a much lower current density 
(10–20 mA/cm2) than water electrolyzer (1–2 A/cm2), and it results in a lower loss by an electrochemical overpotential 
from water-splitting catalysts [4]. In addition, photoexcited charge carriers from a PEC device participate in the electro-
chemical reaction on-site, whereas those from a conventional PV cell have to travel across its large surface and through a 
wire connection to the EC in the electrolyte. Therefore, PEC devices do not suffer from the ohmic loss from a transparent 
conductive oxide (TCO) and the wiring between PV-EC, and they also do not require an additional process for surface 
metallization. This advantage becomes more pronounced when considering the scale-up of the PEC devices for practical 
solar hydrogen production. Furthermore, the concise PEC device structure can potentially lower the system cost. PEC 
devices do not need electrodes which are necessary in a water electrolyzer (bipolar plate and porous transport layers), 
surface metallization necessary for a PV cell (metal grid contact) and power electronics needed for combining PV and 
EC (AC-DC or DC-DC inverter).

To take these advantages, various types of PEC devices, which usually consist of two or more semiconductor light 
absorbers with different bandgaps to enable unassisted (i.e., with no external power) water splitting, have been inves-
tigated. The construction of the PEC devices requires contacts between the semiconductor and an electrolyte, that is 
a solid–liquid junction (SLJ), or between the semiconductor and an external electrical circuit by a solid-state junction 
(SSJ). How to establish the connections through the junctions is an important factor to be considered when designing 
a PEC device structure. Another important factor is the choice of semiconductor light absorbers because the physical/
chemical properties of the semiconductors affect the activity, stability and scalability of a PEC device. In this review, we 
introduce a systematic classification of PEC devices based on their electrical junctions and discuss which configurations 
would be beneficial to fully utilize the advantages of PEC. Furthermore, we will also review semiconductor light absorb-
ers materials that have been adopted in various PEC structures and discuss their strengths and weaknesses. Over the 
course of our discussions, we also point out major challenges of PEC that should be addressed to realize practical solar 
hydrogen production. We expect that this comprehensive review of the device structure, materials and other critical 
issues will help guide the direction where research efforts should be focused.

2  Systematic classification of PEC device structures

For the extraction of useful work from a semiconductor light absorber under illumination, photogenerated charge carriers 
should be extracted through electrical junctions on its front and backside. Conventional PV cells extract charge carriers 
through SSJ’s (also called a terminal), and the device structure is often named after the number of SSJ’s—for example, 
“two-terminal” or “three-terminal” devices. On the other hand, PEC devices replace at least one of SSJ’s with a SLJ to drive 
the water-splitting reaction over its surface, and one can devise many different designs depending on how to replace 
SSJ’s with SLJ’s. For example, a PEC device consisting one semiconductor with a SLJ on one side and a SSJ on the other is 
usually called as “photocathode” [5–9] or “photoanode” [10–15] depending on the type of charges involved in the reaction 
at the SLJ. A tandem PEC device, which comprises two semiconductors, are referred as “wired tandem” when connecting 
a photocathode and a photoanode with an electrical wire (two SLJ and two SSJ), or as “wireless tandem” when integrat-
ing the two semiconductors by a recombination layer between them, i.e., two SLJ’s and a recombination layer [16–18]. 
Many alterations to the aforementioned PEC structures have been demonstrated, and the previous works attempt to 
classify the structures in the order of “design complexity” [17], or “topological variation of a device structure between 
PV + EC and PEC” [19], which affects the difficulty and process complexity in the device fabrication and/or estimated cost 
for constructing the structure. Nevertheless, it is ambiguous to quantify the design complexity or topological variation 
of a certain device structure. To clarify the implications of various PEC device structures on hydrogen production by PEC 
water splitting, more explicit classification of PEC structures is required.

To develop a systematic structural classification scheme, we first focus on electrical junctions connecting a semicon-
ductor light absorber with surroundings (electrolyte or electrical wire). In the case of the SLJ where the charge carriers 
directly participate in electrochemical reactions, the reaction is either cathodic or anodic depending on the direction 
of current flow, and the semiconductor is in contact with an electrolyte with or without a protection layer. Thus, we 
categorize SLJ into four types: SLJ with cathodic reaction (SLJ-C), SLJ with cathodic reaction and a protection layer 
(SLJ-PC), SLJ with anodic reaction (SLJ-A) and SLJ with anodic reaction and a protection layer (SLJ-PA). We consider a 
protection layer if it satisfies the following conditions: the layer is (1) deliberately deposited between a semiconductor 
and an electrolyte, (2) expected to improve stability of the semiconductor in the PEC environment and (3) thicker than 
a monolayer thickness. Thus, we do not consider co-catalysts of sub-monolayer thickness, adsorbates or native oxide 
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as a protection layer. With regards to the SSJ where the photoexcited charge carriers are extracted to an outer circuit, 
it is divided as follows: transparent SSJ (SSJ-T), opaque SSJ (SSJ-O). TCO or a patterned metal contact, which is usually 
deposited on the optical front side of a semiconductor, is a good example of SSJ-T. Meanwhile, SSJ-O is usually applied 
on the backside where optical transparency is not needed, and it can be constructed by a simple metal layer. In addition, 
a recombination layer (SSJ-R) is mainly used to monolithically integrate two semiconductors. The 7 different electrical 
junctions are summarized in Table 1. In this classification scheme, the key difference between SSJ (except SSJ-R) and SLJ 
is the length of electrical charge transport to drive the PEC reactions. Electrical charges in SSJ-T or SSJ-O have to travel 
in a lateral direction across a large device surface (see Fig. 1a). On the other hand, the electrical charges in SLJ need to 
travel only across the thickness of a device, which is typically in the order of a micrometer thickness (see Fig. 1b). The 
rest of the charge transport is covered by ions in the electrolyte, and the direction and distance of ion transport largely 
depend on the design of a PEC cell as they travel through the bulk of the electrolyte.

The structure of a PEC device can be classified by the series of electrical junctions placed on semiconductors along 
the path of an incident light. For example, a photocathode consisting of one semiconductor which has one SLJ with a 
protection layer on its optical front side and one SSJ on its backside (Fig. 2a) can be described as [SLJ-PC/SSJ-O]. Likewise, 
wired tandem PEC device and wireless tandem PEC device depicted in Fig. 1b and c can be expressed as [SSJ-T/SLJ-A] 
[SLJ-PC/SSJ-O] and [SLJ-A/SSJ-R/SLJ-PC], respectively.

As mentioned before, the advantage of PEC over PV + EC lies in (1) an extended surface area reducing the current 
density and therefore overpotentials, (2) SLJ consuming photo-excited charge carriers on-site without transporting 

Table 1  Classification of 
electrical junctions on a PV 
cell in PEC devices

Structural classification of a PEC device structure is based on the combination of electrical junctions 
on semiconductor light absorbers. We classify the electrical junctions into 7 different types, which are 
cathodic SLJ (SLJ-C), protected cathodic SLJ (SLJ-PC), anodic SLJ (SLJ-A), protected anodic SLJ (SLJ-PA), 
transparent SSJ (SSJ-T), opaque SSJ (SSJ-O) and a recombination layer (SSJ-R)

Interface Classification of electrical junctions

Solid–liquid junction (SLJ) Cathodic charge transport (SLJ-C)
Cathodic charge transport across a 

protection layer (SLJ-PC)
Anodic charge transport (SLJ-A)
Anodic charge transport across a 

protection layer (SLJ-PA)
Solid-state junction (SSJ) Transparent junction (SSJ-T)

Opaque junction (SSJ-O)
Recombination layer (SSJ-R)

Fig. 1  Electrical junctions on a solid semiconductor. Photo-generated charge carriers can be extracted through either a SSJ or b SLJ. a The 
extraction through the SSJ requires an electrical current flow along the lateral direction across the large surface of the light absorber. b At 
the SLJ the electrical current through a solid contact is replaced with an ionic current through the electrolyte, which therefore reduces the 
transport distance to be no more than the thickness of the light absorber. The direction and distance of the ionic current are tunable by the 
design of a PEC cell
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across a large area and (3) potential cost reduction from simplifying device structure. While any PEC devices dispersing 
water-splitting catalysts over the wide surface of the light absorber can take the first advantage, the second advan-
tage—minimization of Ohmic losses from TCO’s and power electronics—can be only exploited when losses from ionic 
transport in a PEC reactor is successfully minimized as well. The ion transport may exhibit ohmic loss from the resistance 
of electrolyte or pH-gradient loss from local pH variation at the surface of electrodes. There have been studies showing 
that the losses from the ion transport can be reduced by using a highly acidic (pH 0 or lower) or alkaline (pH 14 or higher) 
electrolyte [20], designing a PEC reactor with a better ion transport [20–22], and flowing an electrolyte continuously 
[23] (which is necessary for a practical device operation). In this regard, monolithic wireless PEC devices, such as [SLJ-A/
SSJ-R/SLJ-C] or [SLJ-C/SSJ-R/SLJ-A] (analogous to Fig. 1c) would be the most ideal structure because they can dramati-
cally reduce electrical ohmic loss by eliminating the need for a long distance carrier transport over the area of the PEC 
device. One may dispute that the monolithic wireless structures may pose issues associated with ohmic or pH-gradient 
loss from ion transport between the cathode and the anode; however, there are early works on PEC devices and reactor 
designs showing a minimal loss from the electrolyte by using a louvered cell [20] or a perforated cell [21]. Neverthe-
less, the monolithic wireless configurations have not been extensively investigated, which is most likely due to many 
complexities and difficulties in the device fabrication and characterization. Most of the reported monolithic wireless 
tandem devices have been limited to III-V semiconductors or amorphous silicon cells because other light absorbers do 
not have well-established SSJ-R to integrate them in a tandem configuration. Additionally, characterization of a wire-
less PEC tandem device is not trivial because it does not have any direct electrical wiring to a potentiostat. Therefore, 
the performance of the device can be only characterized by collecting gaseous products, which is experimentally more 
difficult, though more relevant, than collecting electrical charges. We argue that, despite the challenges, the wireless 
device would be the most ideal PEC structure that can fully exploit the advantages of PEC. Another compromised, yet 
still attractive, structure is a monolithic PEC device with one SSJ-O wired to a separate EC, such as [SLJ-A/SSJ-R/SSJ-O] 
or [SLJ-C/SSJ-R/SSJ-O]. Although electrical charges are transported along SSJ-O to EC over a long distance, it is easier to 
acquire a low sheet resistance at a lower cost compared to SSJ-T.

In PEC devices that include SSJ-T lateral electrical charge transport within a TCO layer results in a severe efficiency loss 
from ohmic resistance, especially when the device becomes larger for practical solar hydrogen production. A previous 
theoretical study estimated a voltage loss of  ~ 350 mV from two TCO layers when the lateral dimension of the device 
was scaled up to  ~ 8 cm (TCO conductivity:  105 S/m, TCO thickness: 500 nm, current density: 10 mA/cm2) [23]. Another 
theoretical study [24] predicted that enlarging lab-scale (~ 1  cm2) PEC devices to a more practical size (~ 100  cm2) would 
lead to 20–30% reduction in the photocurrent (calculation parameters are adapted from other experimental works). A 
previous experimental study [25] showed confirmed that enlarging a  BiVO4 photoanode with SSJ-T from 0.24 to 50  cm2 
reduced the photocurrent by  ~ 65%, but the depletion of ions in the neutral electrolyte also contributed to the efficiency 

Fig. 2  Schematic drawing of the selected PEC device structures. The classification scheme introduced in this study is explained with the 
selected PEC device structures as examples. In this classification scheme, a photocathode with a protection layer, b wired tandem, and c 
wireless tandem devices. In both b and c, a wider bandgap top cell serves as a photoanode and a lower bandgap bottom cell as a photo-
cathode
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loss in this case. We notice that some PEC devices categorized as “wireless” include SSJ-T in their structure as shown in 
Fig. 3 [26, 27]. In our classification scheme, these structures are effectively “wired” configuration because a similar level of 
efficiency loss from SSJ-T is expected when the devices are scaled up. To avoid the ohmic loss from the lateral transport, 
a metal grid can be introduced to SSJ-T [28]; however, introducing the additional patterning process for the metal grid 
nullifies the advantage of PEC, that is simplified manufacturing process and reduced system cost. Additionally, the metal 
grid reduces the active area for light absorption.

Despite of these shortcomings from SSJ-T, current research on PEC devices is inclined to the structures with SSJ-T as 
they are easier to be prepared and tested. Figure 4 presents a collection of previous studies [7, 8, 11, 21, 26–74] on PEC 
water-splitting devices—solar-to-hydrogen (STH) conversion efficiencies versus the number of SSJ-T’s. The shape of 
data points represents the existence of SSJ-T in a device structure (circle: a structure without SSJ-T, rectangle: a structure 

Fig. 3  Examples of PEC device structure classification ( adapted from Refs. [26] and [27]). Based on the classification scheme introduced in 
this study, device structures with SSJ-T are effectively considered as “wired” structures. Some of PEC device structures demonstrated by pre-
vious works are effectively “wired” structures, although the structure is seemingly “wireless”, because there are a three SSJ-T (Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [26]. Copyright (2015) Elsevier), and b two SSJ-T and one SSJ-O (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [27]. Copyright 
(2015) American Chemical Society)

Fig. 4  STH efficiencies from 
previous studies [7, 8, 11, 
21, 26–74] as function of the 
number of SSJ-T’s. The shape 
of the data points represents 
the inclusion of SSJ-T in a 
device structure (circle: not 
included, rectangle: included). 
The colors of outer, middle 
(for devices with three light 
absorbers) and inner circle or 
rectangle corresponds to top, 
middle (for devices three light 
absorbers) and bottom cell 
materials, respectively. Differ-
ent colors represent different 
light absorbers (green: earth-
abundant oxide, blue: crystal-
line Si, light blue: amorphous 
Si, red: halide perovskite, 
purple: any materials contain-
ing In, As or Ge, yellow: others, 
which are mostly chalco-
genides and organics). The 
size of datapoint represents 
lifetime-H2 in log scale
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with SSJ-T). The number of concentric circle or square represents the number of light absorbers in a PEC device. More 
specifically, the outer, middle (for three light absorbers) and inner circle or square corresponds to the top, middle (for 
three light absorbers) and bottom cell in a PEC device, respectively. The color of each circle or square represents a light 
absorber material (red: halide perovskite, green: earth-abundant metal oxide, blue: crystalline Si, light blue: amorphous 
Si, purple: any materials containing rare-earth elements such as In, As or Ge, yellow: others). The light absorber materials 
marked in purple (rare-earth) are mostly III-V solar cells and some Cu(In, Ga)(S, Se)2, and yellow (others) are mostly earth-
abundant chalcogenides or organic solar cells. The size of the datapoints are proportional to the amount of hydrogen 
produced over the lifetime of a PEC device (lifetime-H2), and it represents the stability of the device. The lifetime-H2 value 
is acquired from gas chronoamperometry (or other gas collection methods) when it is available, or it is estimated from 
chronoamperometry assuming 100% Faradaic efficiency. It is clear from Fig. 4 that PEC devices based on earth-abundant 
materials (red, green, blue and yellow) except amorphous silicon (light blue) are more likely to be constructed with SSJ-T 
than those based on III-V semiconductors with rare elements (purple data points). The preference toward the structures 
containing SSJ-T must be due to the difficulties in finding a suitable candidate for SSJ-R and monolithically integrating 
them into a tandem device. For III-V semiconductors, which have been heavily investigated for concentrated PV applica-
tion, monolithic integration of two or more III-V’s via SSJ-R has been well established. On the contrary, the development of 
SSJ-R’s for many earth-abundant metal-oxide materials is still under investigation, and most of the tandem devices based 
on earth-abundant metal-oxide have relied on coupling separate photoelectrodes using SSJ-T. However, as discussed 
before, tandem PEC devices employing SSJ-T pose limitations in terms of large scaling and system cost, therefore, we 
need to steer our efforts towards the wireless construction including SSJ-R to realize PEC water splitting as a means for 
practical solar hydrogen production.

Another important factor that should be considered for a viable deployment of PEC is the collection and storage of 
high purity hydrogen at high pressure, and it requires hermetical sealing, gas separation membrane and operation at 
elevated pressure. In this sense, PEC structures producing hydrogen over a large area may appear less attractive than 
other structures with a separate hydrogen-producing EC because of difficulties in ensuring reliable sealing [75]. Further-
more, hydrogen produced over a large area with a low current density in a pressurized reactor would increase hydrogen 
concentration in an oxygen compartment (or vice versa), and it may even reach a hazardous level depending on the PEC 
reactor design [76, 77]. Therefore, a monolithic photoanode which can separate a hydrogen-producing counter elec-
trode, for example [SLJ-A/SSJ-R/SSJ-O], can potentially be more beneficial compared to the other structures producing 
hydrogen over a large area. Separating hydrogen-producing EC by using SSJ-O provides flexibility in the reactor design, 
at the cost of the Ohmic loss from the charge transport over a long distance, and it may facilitate sealing the PEC cell 
hermetically. Moreover, some previous studies introduced redox mediators to isolate HER from PEC reactor to avoid any 
possibility of the product crossover [78, 79].

3  Semiconductor light absorber materials

As well as the device structure, the choice of a light absorber material is one of the most critical factors affecting various 
aspects of device performance such as STH efficiency, stability and scalability of a PEC device. The theoretical maximum 
of STH efficiency is determined by the band gaps of the light absorber materials. Previous theoretical studies [80, 81] 
have shown that, in the cases of PEC devices consisting of two light absorbers, the optimal combination of the band 
gaps are  ~ 1.8 eV and  ~ 1.1 eV, respectively, in view of Shockley-Queisser limit, electrocatalytic overpotentials and the 
light absorption by water. However, actual STH efficiencies tend to be lower than the theoretical expectations because 
of a charge collection efficiency that is less than unity and other parasitic losses. Concerning the overall stability of a 
PEC device, the electrochemical stability of the materials is the main concern because they are in direct contact with 
(or in close vicinity of ) electrolytes at SLJ. Light absorbers with poor electrochemical stability may limit the operational 
range of pH’s of electrolyte or alternatively force the structures with SSJ rather than SLJ to be employed. Along with 
the electrochemical stability, the stability in air or device fabrication environments also needs attention. Regarding the 
scalability, we discussed that ohmic loss would limit the practical size of a PEC device to several centimeters. Another 
consideration on the scalability issue is the natural abundance of materials. When considering world energy consump-
tion [82], an energy conversion device should be scalable to TW-scale. Building PEC devices capable of producing fuels 
in terawatt-scale would require several hundreds kilo-tons/TW of light absorber materials [83], and therefore, materials 
with enough global supply are of greater interest. To maximize these performance parameters (STH efficiency, stability 
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and scalability), all semiconductor materials constituting each cell and device should be taken into account simultane-
ously. In the following sections, we will survey combinations of materials together with compatible device structures 
used for constructing PEC devices and assess them in terms of STH efficiency, stability and scalability, and a broad outline 
of the survey is summarized in Table 2.

3.1  Earth‑abundant top cell/crystalline silicon

Although single crystalline silicon has poor light absorbance and requires an energy-intensive ingot growth process, it 
has gained popularity and dominance in the PV market over other competing technologies because of its wide avail-
ability [84]. The bandgap of silicon is 1.12 eV, which is an ideal value as a bottom cell for a double-junction tandem PEC 
device. In coupling with a silicon bottom cell, various earth-abundant metal oxides have been investigated as a top cell 
to retain the scalability of tandem devices in TW scale [58, 64, 68, 85]. Metal oxides with various compositions providing 
opportunities for tuning bandgap and optoelectronic properties have been widely studied [86], however, most metal 
oxides have sluggish carrier transport properties because of strong electron–phonon interaction originating from the 
highly ionic bonding nature [87–89]. In addition, a carrier lifetime tends to be shorter than other PV materials due to fast 
recombination at bulk defects or surface states [89]. As such, metal oxides in general produce much smaller photovoltage 
and photocurrent compared to maximum theoretically predicted values. Thus, recent metal oxide photoelectrode stud-
ies focus on improving charge transfer kinetics by various strategies: (1) introducing an internal electric field via forming 
heterojunction to facilitate electron–hole separation [90], (2) adding dopants to enhance bulk conductivity and reduce 
bulk recombination [91, 92], and (3) nanostructuring surface to facilitate charge collection [93]. As of now, unassisted solar 
water splitting by a tandem device based on metal oxide and crystalline silicon has been rarely demonstrated yet [58, 64, 
68, 85] because photovoltage and photocurrent from the metal oxide top cell are still much lower than the theoretical 
limits. Among earth-abundant candidates for a top cell in tandem PEC cells with a silicon bottom cell,  BiVO4 has been 
the most successful material thanks to better carrier transporting properties than other metal oxides and its large band 
gap (2.4 eV) that allows a high photovoltage. Several  BiVO4/crystalline Si studies have reported unassisted solar water 
splitting but the reported STH efficiencies remain in the range of 0–1% [58, 64]. There have been attempts to increase 
a photovoltage from a bottom cell by replacing the crystalline silicon with other earth-abundant light absorbers with a 
larger bandgap; however, the larger photovoltage is accompanied by the reduced photocurrent, resulting in the loss of 
STH efficiency. Considering the ideal combination of the band gaps, one may find metal chalcogenides or metal halides 
with superior optoelectronic properties as an attractive candidate for the top cell instead of metal oxides. For example, 
a dry tandem solar cell consisting of a metal halide perovskite and crystalline silicon has made rapid progress in recent 
years, achieving the power conversion efficiency of 29% [94] and this could be applied to PEC energy conversion with 
proper protection against a liquid electrolyte. Perovskite/crystalline Si does not contain rare-earth elements and it has 
already demonstrated exceptionally high power conversion efficiency, and therefore it has merits in STH efficiency and 
TW scalability.

However, for any PEC device that makes a junction between a light absorber and an electrolyte, the electrochemi-
cal stability of the materials is a prime concern. Light absorbers that are stable in a highly acidic or alkaline electrolyte 
are preferred because it would be much easier to design a PEC cell with a low pH gradient and ohmic losses from ion 
transport. One of the main reasons behind the popularity of  Fe2O3 photoanode is its stability in alkaline electrolytes. 
On the other hand,  BiVO4 is stable only in a near-neutral range (pH 4–10), and scaling up  BiVO4 PEC device would pose 
a significant challenge in designing a PEC reactor due to high electrical resistance of the electrolyte. Figure 5 shows 
STH efficiencies reported from previous studies depending on pH’s of electrolytes and device configuration (PV + PEC 
configuration represents a wire-connection between a PEC device with SLJ and conventional PV-like device.). As can be 
confirmed from Fig. 5a and b, metal oxide materials (green) are mostly tested in the near-neutral pH range because of 
the stability issue. For the operation in a highly acidic or alkaline electrolyte, a protection layer should be deposited over 
the surface of a light absorber to avoid direct contact with the electrolyte. Protecting SLJ for the operation under dark 
can be easily achieved by depositing a thick and dense layer on a clean surface [74] or attaching a metal substrate [95] 
(shown in Fig. 5c). For illumination conditions, SLJ is usually protected by a large bandgap oxide thin film. Depending on 
the electrochemical reaction on its surface, the oxide layer should be either n-type or p-type for transporting electrons 
or holes, respectively.  TiO2 has been widely used as an electron transporting protection layer due to its transparency 
and stability over a broad range of pH’s [96]. Interestingly,  TiO2 turns out to be compatible with either n-type or buried 
p–n junction silicon photoanode [97–100] although  TiO2 is intrinsically n-type oxide. To protect a photoanode in alkaline 
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electrolytes, p-type NiO is an attractive option as it is a large bandgap (~ 3.6 eV) p-type semiconductor [101]. Besides, 
NiO can also serve as a good OER catalyst in alkaline electrolytes. Other noble metal oxide protection layers such as  CoOx, 
 SnO2 and  Nb2O5 are noteworthy [96], and introducing a proper protection layer would broaden the scope of available 
light absorber materials for PEC application. However, the most critical issue in the protection layer is ensuring a complete 
impermeability over the entire surface area of a light absorber. For example, small foreign particles sitting on a surface 
may introduce pin holes in the protection layer, and the presence of a single pinhole would lead to the corrosion of the 
entire light absorber underneath the protection layer.

The challenge in the impermeability becomes clear when it comes to metal halide perovskites, which are discussed 
as an attractive top cell material in terms of STH efficiency and TW scalability. The metal halide perovskites are very 
unstable when in contact with oxygen, and the degradation is accelerated in the presence of water molecules. Thus, 
depositing an impermeable protection layer is vital for applying SLJ on a halide perovskite absorber, which is not a 
trivial task. As shown in Fig. 5a, most previous studies with a halide perovskite are tested in PV + PEC configuration 
[27, 32, 34–36, 40, 57, 69–71], which encapsulates the halide perovskite by using SSJ-T like a conventional PV. There is 
a previous work [102] on improving the impermeability of  TiO2 protection layer on a halide perovskite photocathode 
by atomic layer deposition, and it demonstrated around 2 h of lifetime. With such an effort to improve the imperme-
ability, the very appealing optoelectronic properties of halide perovskite materials could be utilized without the 
losses from SSJ-T.

Fig. 5  STH efficiency from 
the previous studies [7, 8, 
11, 21, 26–74] depending 
on the pH of the electrolyte 
and the device structures: a 
PV + PEC, b Wired PEC and c 
Wireless PEC. The shape of 
the data points represents 
the inclusion of SSJ-T in a 
device structure (circle: not 
included, rectangle: included). 
The colors of outer, middle 
(for devices with three light 
absorbers) and inner circle or 
rectangle corresponds to top, 
middle (for devices three light 
absorbers) and bottom cell 
materials, respectively. Differ-
ent colors represent different 
light absorbers (green: earth-
abundant oxide, blue: crystal-
line Si, light blue: amorphous 
Si, red: halide perovskite, 
purple: any materials contain-
ing In, As or Ge, yellow: others, 
which are mostly chalco-
genides and organics). The 
size of datapoint represents 
lifetime-H2 in log scale
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With regards to the stability of silicon bottom cell, it can benefit from the previous studies on transparent protection 
layers for silicon photoelectrodes [9, 14, 15, 97–100, 103–106]. The silicon photoelectrodes in acidic electrolytes are mostly 
stable even with an imperfect protection layer by forming a native oxide layer between the protection layer and silicon, 
but less stable in alkaline electrolytes [98]. In cases of monolithic devices, however, transparent SLJ is not necessary for 
silicon (or any other) bottom cell because an electrochemical reaction always takes place at a dark side while the optical 
front side is covered with a top cell.

3.2  Epitaxial III‑V thin films

III-V semiconductor light absorbers epitaxially grown on a seed wafer possesses outstanding optoelectronic properties 
and solar cells based on these materials have achieved record-high power conversion efficiencies [107]. Moreover, tandem 
devices based on III-V light absorbers have well-established processes for recombination layers. Accordingly, PEC devices 
comprising III-V semiconductors demonstrated the highest STH efficiencies as shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 [8, 38, 44–46, 49, 
51, 59–63, 74]. Structures without SSJ-T would be preferred because they can avoid using a complicated combination 
of materials often required to place a metal grid contact on a III-V light absorber. Thus, a wireless monolithic structure or 
monolithic structure with one SSJ-O has been a popular choice for III-V based tandem PEC devices as shown in Fig. 5b and 
c. However, scalability in TW scale would be severely limited due to the scarcity of indium and gallium. Hence, there have 
been efforts to minimize the loading of III-V materials in PEC devices by taking similar approaches used for III-V solar cells 
[108]. Because most of the incidence of light can be absorbed by a III-V film of only several hundred-nanometer thick-
nesses, a single crystal seed wafer with hundred-micrometer thickness is not an integral part of a PEC device. Therefore, 
exfoliation and transfer of a III-V thin film to another substrate allows the possibility of reusing the seed wafer for another 
epitaxial growth, which can reduce the consumption of expensive III-V materials [62]. Another approach to improve 
electricity production per raw material usage is the use of concentrating incoming light on a small PEC device [59, 109]. 
A concentrated PEC reactor would be operating with a high current density possible at an elevated temperature and 
therefore requires significant efforts for balancing many factors (thermodynamic voltage, charge carrier recombination, 
ohmic losses from components), which will result in both beneficial and adverse effects. In addition, it should be noted 
that the concentrated PEC reactor may utilize waste heat from a reactor while cycling an electrolyte [109].

Fig. 6  STH efficiency from 
the previous studies [7, 8, 
11, 21, 26–74] over the years. 
The shape of the data points 
represents the inclusion of 
SSJ-T in a device structure 
(circle: not included, rectan-
gle: included). The colors of 
outer, middle (for devices with 
three light absorbers) and 
inner circle or rectangle cor-
responds to top, middle (for 
devices three light absorbers) 
and bottom cell materials, 
respectively. Different colors 
represent different light 
absorbers (green: earth-abun-
dant oxide, blue: crystalline 
Si, light blue: amorphous Si, 
red: halide perovskite, purple: 
any materials containing In, 
As or Ge, yellow: others, which 
are mostly chalcogenides and 
organics). The size of data-
point represents lifetime-H2 in 
log scale
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Another challenge that needs to be overcome is the stability of III-V materials in electrochemical environments because 
most III-V materials are stable only in the near-neutral pH. Similar to the metal oxides or silicon, protection layers can 
be applied to III-V to avoid a direct contact with an electrolyte. III-V light absorbers have a better chance to improve the 
impermeability of a protection layer by growing a protection layer epitaxially in the same growth chamber without 
exposing them to atmosphere. For example, a GaInP protection layer with only 10 nm thickness improves the stability 
of a PEC device significantly [62], although the stability of GaInP in acid may not be good enough for long-term opera-
tion for a practical application.

4  Conclusion and outlook

According to the techno-economic analyses [110–112], a significant level of development is necessary to realize a 
practical solar hydrogen production by PEC. The analyses show that current PEC devices need significant improve-
ment, especially in stability, while keeping the system cost as low as possible. The most limiting factor in stability of a 
PEC device is the electrochemical stability of light absorber materials, and the system cost would be heavily depend-
ent on a PEC device structure. Therefore, in this review, we introduce the pressing/potential issues in PEC within the 
framework of device structures and light absorber materials. We address that our research efforts should be focused 
on (1) the optimization of a PEC reactor design for electrical/ionic charge transport and (2) a reliable collection of  H2 
product. It is also essential to develop an efficient, stable and scalable large bandgap (~ 1.8 eV) light absorber materi-
als. There have been two different approaches to light absorber development, which are (3) improving the efficiency 
of earth-abundant light absorber materials and developing SSJ-R for monolithic integration, or (4) overcoming the 
TW-scalability issue of rare-earth light absorbers. (5) Besides, both types of materials require a significant improve-
ment in stability.

Electrical/ionic charge transport through a PEC device and reactor should be finely optimized and result in lower 
losses compared to that in PV + EC. We suggested a classification scheme for PEC device structure that can clarify the 
electron/ion transport characteristics of a PEC device, and argued that device structures without SSJ-T can minimize the 
loss from electrical charge transport over a long distance. Optimization of ion transport in PEC reactor is in the early stage 
of development, and the losses from the ion transport can be minimized by circulating an electrolyte with an extreme 
pH with a high flow rate and developing a novel PEC reactor design.

The collection of hydrogen should not be overlooked, especially when using a device structure producing hydrogen 
over a large surface of a light absorber at elevated pressure. Although it is not straightforward to estimate costs for her-
metic sealing over a large area and figure out the gas product crossover through a membrane in a pressurized PEC cell in 
this stage, the structures with a separate hydrogen-producing EC might be attractive for the facile collection of hydrogen.

Silicon is an ideal light absorber material for a bottom cell, however, suitable light absorber materials for a top cell 
that can be monolithically integrated on silicon have not been developed yet. We categorize the light absorber materi-
als based on crustal abundance (earth-abundant/rare-earth), which is the main factor that determines the scalability in 
TW-scale, and each category of materials has different issues. Earth-abundant materials would be scalable to TW-scale, 
however, they show much lower STH efficiencies than the rare-earth materials because of poor optoelectronic proper-
ties. In addition, tandem devices based on earth-abundant materials are mostly tested with a device structure with SSJ-T 
due to the lack of recombination layer, but it may limit the scaling up of the PEC device to larger than cm-scale because 
of the electrical losses from SSJ-T.

On the other hand, previous studies based on rare-earth materials show superior STH efficiency in monolithic device 
structures, but they rely on scarce elements such as In, As and Ge. Therefore, efforts should be directed to the epitaxial 
thin film transfer or concentrated PEC in order to overcome the poor TW-scalability. In addition, concentrated PEC may 
provide the chance to utilize waste heat from a PEC reactor so that it can further enhance its economic feasibility.

We also emphasized that the stability of PEC devices is not satisfactory yet for practical solar hydrogen production. 
Ben-Naim et al. [38] proposed the concept of lifetime-H2 and claimed that lifetime-H2 should be larger than  ~ 100 L/cm2 
to acquire economic feasibility. However, the state-of-art PEC devices generate around  ~ 0.1 L/cm2 over their lifetime 
as shown in Fig. 7, and there is still around three orders of magnitude discrepancy between the goal and the current 
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level. The stability of a PEC device would be enhanced by ensuring the complete impermeability to avoid direct contact 
between a light absorber material and an electrolyte.
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